
Using a circular saw or jigsaw cut the end of 
the panel to begin cladding the wall from one 
end.

TIP:  Cut the panel face down for the best finish

Place the next panel on the wall making sure 
the edge interlock fully seats.

Screw through the panel to secure while 
the adhesive cures.  

TIP:  Position screws in the 'mortar-joint' 
area on brick panels for easier touch up 
when finishing.

Apply adhesive to the back of the panel as a 
bead or blobs in a grid pattern.

ATTENTION:  Ensure you use the correct 
adhesive for exterior applications.

Fill the interlocking joints with filler for a 
seamless look.  Also fill any screw holes 
where the panel is fixed.

For masonary walls plastic expanding plugs 
and screws can be used to secure the panels.

Let the filler dry for approximately 24 hours
(depending on the temperature) and touch up 
joints and holes with correct colour paint 
using a small artist's brush.

Place the panel on the wall for fixing.

Spread filler with an artist brush to make the 
joint take correct visual texture and shape.

Ensure the interlocking fingers on each panel are 
glued to the wall.
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Panel assembly with sand/mortar filler joint - Panespol
(For filler code: MA-F21070)

www.advdis.com.au/panespol-install/

View the installation videos on our website



Place the panel in place on the wall where the 
corner is required.  Draw a line down the back of 
the panel to mark where the mitre-joint will be 
cut.  Using a circular saw or jigsaw cut the panel 
face-down at 45-degrees on the marked line.

Apply adhesive bead onto the joint to glue 
both panels to each other.

Let the filler dry then apply the correct colour 
paint touch-up to the corner.

Once the panels being used to form the 
corner are cut apply adhesive to the panels.

Fit adjacent panel forming a tight corner bond 
and fix the panel to the wall.  If necessary 
smooth our any irregularities on the mitre-joint 
with a file.

Finally, any areas that need colour accent or 
pigment can be touched up or added for a 
natural look.

Place panels on the wall and fix to the wall on one 
side of the corner.

Once all the panels are in position fill any gaps, 
holes and screw holes with filler.
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Corner assembly with sand/mortar filler joint - Panespol
(For filler code: MA-F21070)

www.advdis.com.au/panespol-install/

View the installation videos on our website




